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AUDITS AND INSPECTIONS REPORTING 

SYSTEM (AIRS)

✓ A simple Android mobile app with website access 

✓ Conduct paperless inspections and audits offline

✓ Click up to 250 images and add detailed comments

✓ Instant integration of the inspection form with the AIRS website 

✓ Website access to all offices to review the inspections

✓ Customized upgrades available 

ISF customizes each smartphone app to add 

organization specific inspection forms and questions



AUDITS AND INSPECTIONS REPORTING 

SYSTEM (AIRS)



Superintendent conducts the vessel inspection offline. 
He can fill forms, add comments, click and attach 
pictures during the inspection.

After the inspection is over, 
superintendent goes online 
and uploads the complete 
inspection to the AIRS website

Superintendent 
registers himself 
on the AIRS app

The officers on shore can review the 
inspection online and generate 
graphical reports. They can manage 
superintendents and the forms as 
well.
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Flow of the 
AIRS app



Flow of the AIRS app

Superintendent logs on 
the Android AIRS app

The vessel inspection 
can be conducted 

offline

The superintendent 
records the vessel 

details

Superintendent can 
carry out inspection 
under a long list of 

categories

Inspection can be 
carried out by filling 

forms, adding 
comments and pictures

After inspection 
completion, the 

superintendent push 
the data on the AIRS 

website

An internet connection 
is required to push data 

on the website 

All offices with website 
access can review the 

inspection online



AIRS Android app 

✓Can perform offline ship inspections

✓Covers all aspects of a ship 

performance

✓Click 250 images and add comments 

to the inspection

AIRS website

✓Review all the inspections

✓Redesign the inspection forms

✓Extensive report generation

✓Generate graphical inspection 
reports



A peek inside the AIRS Android app



A peek inside the AIRS website


